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Abstract—Piezoelectric micromachined ultrasound transducer (PMUT) matrix arrays were fabricated containing novel through-silicon interconnects and integrated into intracardiac catheters for in vivo real-time 3-D imaging. PMUT arrays with rectangular apertures containing 256 and 512 active elements were fabricated and operated at 5 MHz. The arrays were bulk micromachined in silicon-on-insulator substrates, and contained flexural unimorph membranes comprising the device silicon, lead zirconate titanate (PZT), and electrode layers. Through-silicon interconnects were fabricated by depositing a thin-film conformal copper layer in the bulk micromachined via under each PMUT membrane and photolithographically patterning this copper layer on the back of the substrate to facilitate contact with the individually addressable matrix array elements. Cable assemblies containing insulated 45-AWG copper wires and a termination silicon substrate were thermocompression bonded to the PMUT substrate for signal wire interconnection to the PMUT array. Side-viewing 14-Fr catheters were fabricated and introduced through the femoral vein in an adult porcine model. Real-time 3-D images were acquired from the right atrium using a prototype ultrasound scanner. Full 60° × 60° volume sectors were obtained with penetration depth of 8 to 10 cm at frame rates of 26 to 31 volumes per second.

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of 3-D echo is increasing for many interventional cardiovascular procedures such as transcatheter aortic valve intervention and percutaneous mitral valve repair. Advantages of 3-D echo compared with 2-D include more accurate assessment of valve annulus for prosthesis sizing [1] as well as more intuitive views for intraprocedural guidance and repair of paravalvular leak [2], [3]. Three-dimensional transesophageal echo (TEE) is the most ubiquitous choice for intraprocedural 3-D imaging and generally provides adequate imaging; however, procedural logistics are more complicated. Because TEE requires general anesthesia and esophageal intubation, additional personnel including an anesthesiologist and an echocardiographer must be present for the procedure, and patient risk and discomfort are increased [3], [4]. Technical limitations of 3-D TEE include reduced resolution for anterior structures, limited frame rate for full volume images, imaging artifacts, and tissue dropout caused by shadowing [3], [5]–[8].

Three-dimensional intracardiac echo (ICE) would overcome many of these challenges. ICE provides a catheter-based interventional imaging tool that does not require general anesthesia, patient intubation, or additional imaging personnel. ICE imaging also allows targets to be viewed in the near field from the right atrium with better resolution compared with TEE and transthoracic echo [4], [9], [10]. Real-time 3-D ICE catheters have recently become commercially available (AcuNav V, Siemens Medical, Malvern, PA) [11]; however, these catheters do not contain matrix arrays, and only partial volumes can be acquired at limited frame rate (e.g., 60° × 15° at 20 volumes per second) which limits the targets that can be imaged adequately. The maximum volume sector for AcuNav V is 90° × 22° [12], which produces an elevation width of only 15 mm at 40 mm depth. This is an inadequate sector size for imaging of, for example, the aortic valve with annulus of 20 to 25 mm. Three-dimensional TEE probes do contain matrix phased arrays and can produce a full 60° × 60° volume, but with limited frame rate of 7 to 10 volumes per second [5]. TEE requires a deeper scan resulting in larger overall volume imaged compared with ICE, which reduces frame rate for the larger sector scans. Mechanically scanned linear phased arrays were assembled in ICE catheters producing a volume sector of 86° × 57° at 6 cm depth but with a frame rate of less than 6 volumes per second [13]. High frame rate is required for adequate imaging of cardiac structural dynamics.

ICE catheters with matrix or ring arrays have been reported in the literature for some years. In vivo 3-D imaging was demonstrated with 12-Fr and 7-Fr ICE catheters containing side-viewing PZT matrix arrays operating at 5 MHz with 64 and 112 elements, respectively [14], [15]. Image quality was limited, however, likely because of the small array apertures and low element count. A capacitive micromachined ultrasound transducer (CMUT) ring array operating at 10 MHz with 64 elements and diameter of 2.5 mm was used to produce an in vivo 3-D image of the endocardial surface of a porcine heart, but with limited image quality and scan depth of only 1 cm [16]. CMUT matrix arrays have been reported with 256 elements [17]; however, the overall device size was 6 × 10 mm and was not compatible with catheter packaging.

This paper reports a novel PMUT device construction containing through-silicon interconnects that enabled matrix phased arrays with up to 512 elements to be integrated into intracardiac catheters for real-time 3-D imaging.
Through-silicon interconnects have been used with CMUT arrays to integrate the transducers with other integrated circuitry [17], [18]. PZT matrix arrays have also been fabricated on silicon multilayer interconnect circuits but required rigid substrate length of nearly 5 cm [19]. Several recent reports have also demonstrated PMUT matrix arrays, including previous work from the authors [20]–[23]; however, extensive fan-out of electrical leads prevents integration in a reasonably sized probe or catheter. This work is the first report to our knowledge of the use of through-silicon interconnects in the substrate of a PMUT array, enabling high-density matrix arrays to be integrated directly with catheter cabling without significant increase of the matrix array footprint. ICE catheters with 14 Fr diameter were fabricated and introduced through the femoral vein and into the right atrium in a live porcine model to produce real-time 3-D intracardiac ultrasound images.

II. METHODS

A. PMUT Fabrication

PMUT arrays were fabricated in silicon wafers and consisted of piezoelectric unimorph membranes that formed the active transducer elements. An overall device schematic is shown in Fig. 1. PMUTs were fabricated on 100-mm-diameter silicon-on-insulator wafers with silicon device layer thickness of 5 µm, buried SiO$_2$ layer of 1 µm, and bulk silicon substrate of 400 µm thickness. Conductive plugs were formed in the device silicon layer by etching through the device silicon layer and plating platinum metal to fill the plugs. Prior to plating, thermal SiO$_2$ with 1 µm thickness was grown on the wafer surface and on the plug sidewalls. The surface of the wafer was then polished using a chemo-mechanical polish to remove the plating overburden. The process for platinum plug fabrication was described previously [24]. The plugs served as a conductive path from the transducer bottom electrode through the device silicon layer to the through-substrate metalization.

The piezoelectric stack layers were then deposited, including a Ti/Pt bottom electrode, Pb(Zr$_{0.52}$Ti$_{0.48}$)O$_3$ film, Ti/Au top electrode, and an interelement benzocyclobutene (BCB) dielectric film. The PZT film was spin coated and crystallized at 700°C using a metalorganic decomposition process from an acetate precursor solution [25]. The resulting PZT film thickness was 1 µm. The PZT was patterned using a wet chemical etch [26] to form individual piezoelectric elements. The bottom Ti/Pt electrode was patterned using ion milling to electrically isolate each element. The top Ti/Au layer provided a planar ground electrode. The device silicon substrate was also etched down to the buried SiO$_2$ around each element to ensure electrical isolation between elements. The piezoelectric stack and platinum plug features are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).

Through-silicon interconnects were formed to provide interconnection to both signal and ground contacts from the back side of the silicon substrate. Through-substrate vias were etched directly under each PZT element using deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). A parylene dielectric layer was deposited conformally in the etched vias to cover the via sidewalls. A conformal copper layer with thickness
of 2 µm was deposited by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) such that it made electrical contact at the tops of the silicon vias with the platinum plugs connected to the patterned platinum bottom electrodes. The copper layer was patterned and etched on the back side of the Si substrate to form individual electrical contacts to each PZT element. To connect the top ground electrode, separate ground contacts were formed by etching the PZT layer away such that the top gold and bottom platinum electrodes were in contact to create an electrical path for the ground layer to the back side of the substrate. This construction allowed all of the electrical contacts to be formed on the back side of the silicon substrate such that no additional electrical contacts were necessary using wirebonding or other methods that would increase the matrix array footprint.

B. Cabling and Interconnection

Cable interconnection compatible with the silicon-based array transducer devices was also developed. For a matrix phased array with up to 512 elements that must fit inside a small-diameter catheter, conventional wiring approaches such as coaxial or flex cables cannot be used because of the limited interconnect density. Cable assemblies were fabricated with signal wires attached to each transducer element that fit within a cross-sectional diameter of less than 3 mm, and these assemblies were interconnected directly to the PMUT substrates. CMUT arrays have been integrated with CMOS circuitry containing amplification and multiplexing functions [27]. This enables reduction in the wire count within the catheter; however, it is also required for CMUT devices because of the high impedance of these transducer elements and poor impedance match to cabling with high capacitance. Even bulk PZT matrix array transducer elements have impedance match challenges resulting from the lower capacitance and associated high impedance of the elements. Because PMUT devices contain a thin-film piezoelectric layer, element capacitance is higher than for other transducer types, which allows direct connection to wiring with acceptable impedance match. This obviates the need for amplification and multiplexing circuitry. PMUT element impedance is discussed in the results section.

Cable assemblies were constructed from individual 45-AWG copper wires with polyurethane-nylon insulation. A silicon wire termination substrate was fabricated by etching through-holes in a silicon substrate with an array footprint and pitch that matched the patterned copper pads on the back surface of the PMUT array. This provided the distal cable termination to the PMUT array elements. The copper wires were inserted into the silicon termination substrate and fixed in place using a low-viscosity epoxy. The surface of the substrate was polished to expose the ends of the copper wire and then placed in a gold electroplating solution to coat the ends of the wires. The wire substrate and PMUT substrate were thermo-compression bonded using a flip-chip bonder (FC150, Karl Suss, Garching, Germany) with an underfill epoxy such that the wire ends were aligned with and connected to the copper pads on the PMUT substrate corresponding to each individual PMUT element; that is, the electric connection comprised one copper wire per PMUT element. Bond yield was typically 95% or greater of the array elements connected to their respective wires. The cable assembly was encapsulated in polyolefin shrink tubing. The outer diameter of a cable assembly containing 512 signal wires and 128 ground wires averaged 2.8 mm, which easily fit in the catheter lumen with an inner diameter of 3.8 mm (11 Fr). Because the cable consisted of individual wires as opposed to ribbons or other more rigid cable, the wire bundle remained fully flexible to allow easy insertion into the catheter shaft and did not impede catheter tip deflection. Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram of the wire substrate and a PMUT array bonded to a cable assembly with 256 signal wires and 128 ground wires. At the distal end of the assembly, the thickest portion of the PMUT/termination substrate/wire bundle stack measured 2.9 mm width × 2.5 mm height, and the final length of the rigid assembly was approximately 15 mm. PMUT die size was 11.8 mm × 2.5 mm. The proximal end of the cable was solder terminated to standard printed circuit boards containing connectors to the ultrasound system cable. The overall signal cable length from transducer tip to termination boards was 137 cm.

Ground wires were interspersed to provide some crosstalk isolation by twisting together two to four signal wires with each ground wire. Crosstalk measurement was not performed on catheter devices in this study; however, two cable test assemblies were made with interspersed grounds and noninterspersed grounds, respectively, for comparison. The assemblies contained 128 signal wires and 32 ground wires for connection to a 32 × 4 PMUT test array operating at 5 MHz. B-mode images were obtained using the 32-element azimuth aperture consisting of 0.175 mm interelement pitch for overall aperture of 5.6 mm. Each of the 128 PMUT elements were connected to separate transmit/receive channels on the T5 phased-array ultrasound system (Duke University, Durham, NC). As shown in Fig. 4, images of a sponge placed above string targets were obtained in a water tank with each of the cable assemblies connected to the 32 × 4 element PMUT array. Fig. 4(a) shows the image obtained when the array was connected to the cable with noninterspersed ground wires. Significant crosstalk was observed, as manifested by the much brighter signal in the center of the image compared with the weaker signal at wider sector angles, as well as the nonuniform spacing between the string targets. These observations suggested poor array phasing caused by crosstalk between the signal wires. When the array was attached to the cable assembly with interspersed ground wires, the image shown in Fig. 4(b) showed improved phasing with more uniform signal intensity across the sector scan and uniform string spacing. This result increased confidence that a PMUT array with catheter cabling could produce sufficient image quality for this study.
Prototype ICE catheters were fabricated containing PMUT arrays with interconnected cable assemblies. Catheter shafts were fabricated by CarTika Medical Inc. (Maple Grove, MN), containing a braided polyether block amide (Pebax) outer wall, a fluoroscopic marker band, a stainless steel pull wire assembly for catheter tip deflection to ±90° (i.e., single-axis, bi-directional steering), and a steering handle to deflect the catheter tip. Catheter outer diameter was 4.5 mm (approximately 14 Fr), and working length was 90 cm. The transducer cable was threaded into the main lumen of the catheter shaft with inner diameter of 3.8 mm (11 Fr). The transducer was configured as side-
viewing, which is the standard orientation for ICE catheters placed in the right atrium for intracardiac imaging. A clear Pebax tube with inner diameter of approximately 4.2 mm was attached to the distal end of the catheter to cover the PMUT array, and easily accommodated the tip of the PMUT–cable assembly. The catheter lumen was filled with deionized water before imaging to provide the acoustic transmission path from the PMUT elements to the blood stream. No additional matching or backing layers were used for the PMUT array. Stopcock valves and polyimide tubing were attached to the proximal end of the catheter for water filling.

D. Transducer Testing and Imaging

Measurement of transducer elements was obtained from the transducer-cable assemblies by placing the transducer in a tank filled with deionized water. Transmit pulses from single PMUT elements were measured by transmitting with a 3-cycle sine wave pulse at 30 Vpp into a calibrated hydrophone (GL-0200, Onda Corp., Sunnyvale, CA) placed at a 20 mm distance from the transducer. An oscilloscope (TDS 754A, Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, OR) was used to measure the output voltage without prior amplification.

Two different ultrasound systems were used for imaging experiments in this work. The T5 phased-array ultrasound system (Duke University) features up to 1024 transmit and receive channels. Up to 32:1 receive parallel processing can be employed on up to 8 transmit bursts per acquisition sequence, yielding up to 32000 lines per volume, or B-mode images may be acquired at rates in excess of 1000 frames per second. 15-bit detected data are generated before display. The real-time display system is based on an advanced nVidia graphics card (Quadro 6000, nVidia Corp., Santa Clara, CA) with 6 GB memory, 448 cores, 144 Gbps memory bandwidth, and 384-bit memory interface, which renders 1.3 billion triangles per second. When used with volumetric data, this enables multiple B-mode planes to be shown simultaneously, with or without a volume-rendered view. Orthogonal planes can be swept throughout the volume to obtain a clearer view of the targets of interest. The volume rendering can have arbitrary cut planes placed, with variable thickness. The zoom and rotation of the rendering can be adjusted in real time during scanning. T5 used minimal parallel processing for the data presented here, acquiring 8-cm-depth, 4000-line volumes at an 8 volumes per second rate, and 6-cm-depth B-modes at 68 frames per second. For this study, T5 was used only for water tank and phantom imaging.

To demonstrate in vivo animal imaging, a second portable ultrasound system was used for access to the animal surgery suite at Duke. The V360 prototype volume ultrasound scanner (Volumetrics Medical Imaging Inc., Durham, NC) uses up to 256 transmit and receive channels with up to 16:1 receive parallel processing. The system also has 256 additional transmit-only channels that were not used. B-scans can be generated at up to 72 frames per second, whereas volumes can be acquired at up to 60 volumes per second. For the data presented here at 8 cm scan depth, B-modes were acquired at 71 frames per second and 60° × 60° volumes at 31 volumes per second. 8-bit detected data are generated before display. Multiple planes, both B-mode and C-mode, can be displayed simultaneously by the hardware scan converter. These planes can be tilted at any angle and adjusted to any depth to examine any point within the volume. In place of the C-mode planes, a real-time volume rendering can be displayed with bounds set by two arbitrarily placed cut planes. A set of in-line, low-noise amplifiers was designed and built to increase the signal-to-noise level. These amplifiers were connected directly to the proximal end of the catheter, driving the signals down the system cabling and into the scanner. The T5 system did not require this extra amplification.

III. Results

A. Matrix Array Configuration and In Vitro Testing

Two PMUT array configurations were incorporated into catheters as described in Table I. Element layouts of these arrays are shown in Fig. 5, and photographs of final assembled catheters are shown in Fig. 6. Rectangular apertures were chosen to take advantage of the side-viewing catheter orientation which allows wider azimuth aperture, whereas elevation aperture was constrained by catheter diameter. Array 1 contained 512 elements in a 32 × 16 arrangement, in which each array element contained one PMUT membrane. A PMUT membrane was defined by the etched via under each PZT element as shown previously. The dimensions of the etched membranes for both arrays were approximately 110 × 80 µm. This membrane size resulted in a transducer operating frequency of approximately 5 MHz, as described previously for flexure-
mode PMUT operation [28]. Pulse–echo imaging of a metal spring placed in a water tank is shown in Fig. 7 using the T5 ultrasound system. The PMUT elements were driven with 3-cycle sine wave pulses at 40 V_{pp} at 4.9 MHz. The catheter and spring were held in place, and T5 was used to rotate the displayed volume rendering in real time. These screen shots were obtained from the real-time volume rendering as it was rotated orthogonally and tilted at an angle to image the various angles of the spring.

PMUT Array 2 was configured in order to maximize the azimuth aperture for improved azimuth resolution. The array contained 1024 PMUT membranes in a 64 × 16 arrangement. To demonstrate in vivo imaging, the V360 system was used, which contained only 256 transmit and receive channels. Thus, the 64 × 16 array was configured such that every 4 membranes in elevation were connected with a common copper pad on the back of the PMUT substrate to produce an array with 256 elements. This 64 × 4 arrangement preserved the 64-element azimuth aperture with some minimal elevation beam steering capability. As shown in Table I, the elevation aperture was also reduced to allow fabrication into smaller 12-Fr catheters in the future. One benefit of multiple membranes connected in parallel was the increase in element capacitance and decreased impedance for better matching to the signal cabling. Catheter signal wire capacitance to ground mea-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PMUT Array</th>
<th>Array 1</th>
<th>Array 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of PMUT membranes (array)</td>
<td>512 (32 × 16)</td>
<td>1024 (64 × 16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of transducer elements (array)</td>
<td>512 (32 × 16)</td>
<td>256 (64 × 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of PMUT membranes per element</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating frequency (MHz)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azimuth aperture (mm)</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azimuth pitch (mm)</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>0.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation aperture (mm)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation pitch (mm)</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical azimuth resolution, 4 cm depth (mm)</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical elevation resolution, 4 cm depth (mm)</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. (a) Mechanical model of the distal end of the steerable catheter. Photographs of the distal end of 14-Fr intracardiac catheters containing PMUT matrix arrays with (b) 512 elements (Array 1) and (c) 256 elements (Array 2). (d) The proximal end of the catheter containing a steering handle to deflect the tip, fluid fill lines and valves and termination connectors for connection to the ultrasound system cable.
sured at 1 kHz was approximately 180 pF, whereas the capacitance of each pMUT membrane was 50 pF; therefore, increasing to four membranes per element increased element capacitance to 200 pF. This resulted in low element impedance of approximately 170 Ω at 5 MHz. In comparison, matrix array elements made from bulk PZT possess element impedance well into the kilohm range.

Fig. 7. Still frames captured from a real-time volume rendering of a metal spring held between a finger and thumb in a water tank using PMUT Array 1 operating at 4.9 MHz. The metal spring had outer coil diameter of 10 mm and wire diameter of 1 mm. Images of the spring include side (left image), through center (middle image), and oblique angle (right image) views. Each volume consists of more than 4000 lines acquired with the Duke T5 scanner. The real-time segment is provided as a multimedia attachment. 

Fig. 8. (a) Transmit pulse from one element of PMUT Array 2 driven with a 3-cycle sine wave at 30 Vpp measured by a hydrophone without amplification at 20 mm distance. (b) FFT spectrum of transmit pulse with measured bandwidth of 30%.

Fig. 9. B-mode images of targets in a tissue phantom obtained using PMUT Array 2 connected to the Duke T5 scanner and operating at 40 Vpp at 4.8 MHz. (a) lateral resolution targets, (b) depth markers and a hyperechoic tumor with +15 dB contrast, and (c) hypoechoic cysts with 8 mm diameter and −3, −6, and −9 dB contrast, respectively.
PMUT transmit output and receive signal were also increased with more membranes contributing to the performance of each element.

A transmit pulse from one element of Array 2 was measured in a water tank with an Onda GL-0200 hydrophone at 20 mm range. The element was excited with a 3-cycle sine wave pulse at 30 V_{pp}, and the received signal before amplification is shown in Fig. 8(a). The frequency spectrum obtained by fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the transmit pulse is shown in Fig. 8(b) with −6-dB bandwidth of 30%. B-mode images were obtained using the 64 × 4 array connected to the T5 system. Fig. 9 shows images of targets in a tissue phantom (040GSE, Computerized Imaging Reference Systems Inc., Norfolk, VA) with 0.5 dB/cm-MHz attenuation. Array elements were driven at 40 V_{pp} at 4.8 MHz. As shown in Fig. 9(a), lateral resolution targets with spacing down to 1 mm were resolved at approximately 3 cm depth, and axial spacing down to 0.5 mm was resolved. Fig. 9(b) shows depth markers imaged to 6 cm depth as well as a hyperechoic tumor with +15 dB contrast. Fig. 9(c) shows hypoechoic cysts with 8 mm diameter and −3, −6 and −9 dB contrast, respectively.
**B. In Vivo Imaging Experiments**

*In vivo* images were obtained in an adult swine using PMUT Array 2 connected to the V360 prototype volume ultrasound scanner and associated in-line amplifiers. The PMUT array was driven with 3-cycle sine wave pulses at 45 Vpp at 5 MHz. The catheter was inserted through a 14-Fr introducer sheath in the femoral vein and advanced through the inferior vena cava and into the right atrium. The catheter tip was deflected caudally to view regions around the right and left ventricles. Fig. 10 shows B-mode images with views of the tricuspid, aortic, and pulmonary valves. Fig. 11 shows individual still images captured from a real-time volume sequence of the right ventricle and tricuspid valve imaged from the right atrium. Volume sector was 60° × 60° with 10 cm scan depth captured at a frame rate of 26 volumes per second. The frame rate could be increased to 31 volumes per second by reducing scan depth to 8 cm. The V360 performed 16:1 receive parallel processing to achieve high frame rate for the real-time volume rendering. Fig. 12 also shows simultaneous orthogonal B-mode views of the tricuspid valve and right ventricle.

**IV. Conclusion**

Real-time 3-D intracardiac ultrasound catheters containing PMUT matrix arrays were fabricated with through-silicon interconnects to facilitate electrical connection to both the PMUT elements and ground layer from the back surface of the PMUT substrate. Mating cable assemblies with silicon termination substrates were thermo-compression bonded to the PMUT substrates to enable wire connection to the PMUT substrate contacts without significant increase in array footprint or other additional interconnect means such as wirebonding. The interconnected PMUT arrays were assembled into 14-Fr side-viewing catheters capable of transfemoral insertion into the right atrium for intracardiac imaging.

*In vivo* real-time 3-D ultrasound imaging in a porcine model was achieved using these novel PMUT arrays. To our knowledge, this is the first report of either *in vivo* or real-time 3-D imaging using a PMUT transducer. A PMUT array with rectangular aperture containing 256 active elements was used for intracardiac imaging. Although elevation resolution was limited, the 64 × 4 array elements found to be capable of real-time 3-D imaging. The array contained four PMUT membranes per element, which reduced element impedance and increased transmit and receive signals compared with previous designs. Resolution and image quality could be improved by providing 512 (64 × 8) array elements, increasing elevation aperture where possible based on catheter lumen diameter, and increasing array frequency to 8 to 10 MHz. Catheter-compatible cabling with 512 signal wires was demonstrated in this work using a 32 × 16 PMUT array for *in vitro* imaging. Using the V360 ultrasound system, real-time volume rendered images of cardiac anatomy were acquired with 60° × 60° volume sector at 8 to 10 cm scan depth and frame rate of up to 31 volumes per second.
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